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D     with poets Paul Blackburn and Rob-

ert Vas Dias, the avant-garde artist Mina Loy admitted to a fascination
with the sonic complexity of language. About the making of her poems,
Loy confessed: “I’d only written these things for the sake of the sounds”
(Shreiber and Tuma ).¹ Uttered one year before her death, Loy’s admission is among the last recorded words we have of the poet, and her remark
underscores a certain dismissive posturing consistent with her self-fashioning as artist figure. Her statement nonetheless draws attention to the
relationship between the materiality of language and the sensorial, betraying the extent to which her training in multiple artistic media informed
her use and understanding of the extralexical aspects of the word.
Primarily recognized as a poet and painter, Mina Loy was also a
designer, model, actor, and inventor. She was never content to work exclusively within the bounds of one discipline and thus cultivated an artistic
 e August  interview with Mina Loy, conducted by Paul Blackburn and
Robert Vas Dias, was transcribed by Marisa Januzzi and Carolyn Burke and
published in Maeera Shreiber and Keith Tuma’s collection of essays Mina Loy:
Woman and Poet. A sound recording of the interview is housed in the Archive
for New Poetry at the University of California San Diego.
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methodology that deliberately intersected various media. Understanding
her distinct penchant for multidisciplinarity not only helps to elucidate
her integrationist tendency and preoccupation with liminality but also
provides multidiscursive clues to the complexity of her sonic experimentation. In fact, Loy’s definition of poetry in her  essay “Modern
Poetry,” prioritizes sound: “Poetry is prose bewitched, a music made of
visual thoughts, the sound of an idea” (Lost Lunar ). roughout her
essay, which compares American poetry to jazz, Loy maintains that it is
the acoustics of a “composite” and “living” American language “enriched
and variegated with the grammatical structure and voice-inflection of
many races” that is the driving force of rhythm in modern poetry (–).
Sound, for Loy, demonstrates the interplay between semantic and nonsemantic signification that characterizes communication.
Loy’s precise and condensed vocabulary and syntax force the reader
back to the surface of the text—to a “close listening” of its materiality.
Indeed, Charles Bernstein’s introduction to Close Listening: Poetry and
the Performed Word provides a very useful framework for “hearing” Loy’s
sonic theorization and experimentation. Bernstein argues:
It is precisely because sound is an arational or nonlogical feature of language that it is so significant for poetry—for sound
registers the physicality of language, a physicality that must be
the grounding of reason exactly insofar as it eludes rationality. Sound is language’s flesh, its opacity as meaning marks its
material embeddedness in the world of things. Sound brings
writing back from its metaphysical and symbolic function to
where it is at home, in performance. ()
Similarly, Loy’s lesser-known poem, “e Song of the Nightingale is Like
the Scent of Syringa” (), is a vivid example of her preoccupation with
the productive tensions that are generated by a textual or poetic instantiation of the sonic qualities of language. e poem is a kaleidoscope of
sounds and puns, and it reveals specifically how those sounds command
the space of the page in a playful and complex jouissance. Reprinted in
full below, the poem was first published in Jonathan Williams’s  edition of Loy’s poems, Lunar Baedecker & Time Tables. Not surprisingly, it
benefits from being read aloud:
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e Song of the Nightingale is Like the Scent of Syringa ²
Nightingale singing—gale of Nanking
Sing—mystery
of Ming-dynasty
sing
ing
in Ming
Syringa
Myringa
Singer
Song-winged
sing-wing
syringa
ringer
Song-wing
sing long
syringa
lingerer ()
Loy’s poem relies primarily on phonetic shifts that articulate both
the “arational” and rational features of the poet’s linguistic choices. e
first line of the poem invites the reader into an emotive and sensory
appreciation of language, recombining “Nightingale singing” into “gale
of Nanking.” Linguistically and imagistically, the first phrase is reversed in
the subsequent one wherein “gale,” which denotes an emotional outburst
and a strong current of air, becomes the metaphorical song of Nanking.
e one-time capital of China, Nanking was invaded by Japan in  and
became the site of a genocide: an estimated three-hundred-thousand
Chinese civilians were killed and eighty thousand women raped (Fogel
). us, Loy’s syntax and diction effect a deeply ironic turn whereby the
nightingale’s mating song becomes a cry of mourning. e prevalence
of guttural “g” in this first line instantiate repeated acts of pronunciation
that draw attention to the role of the throat, which constricts rather than
opens the pharyngeal airways. is constriction further implies a gasping
 e poem is reprinted here courtesy of Loy’s literary executor, Roger Conover.
Although there is no known date of composition for the poem, my reading
is based on the assumption that the poem was composed after the events in
Nanking between  and . However, the indeterminacy of this fact offers an interesting possibility that the poem’s and Loy’s Orientalism presages
China’s devastation.
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for breath, suggestively staging the suffocation and asphyxiation often
characterizing the atrocities of war. e two images are bound by Loy’s
characteristic use of the dash, conjoining and emphasizing euphony, but
also ironically confounding harmony through the discord of their subject
matter. Alex Goody has argued that Loy’s dash performs the “unbounded
potentiality” of language (). e bird’s song effects the endless possibility
of language, its continuum across images and different contexts, even its
paradoxical elusiveness as the song becomes the scream of three-hundredthousand people. rough this linkage, the signifying and non-signifying
aspects of language commingle within the reader’s / listener’s sensory
experience of the poem.
e opening phrasal juxtaposition also highlights Loy’s approach to
matters of gender. e “Nightingale singing” is necessarily gendered male
as it is only the male species that possesses this genetically determined
trait. As such, the bird figures the gender politics of Loy’s contemporary
literary environment in which male writers were accorded most of the
prestige and attention and, thus, “a voice.” Midway through the poem,
Loy uses and repeats the word “Syringa,” referring to a genus of flowering
plant. Buried in that name is the phonetically similar word “siren,” the
feminine figure from Greek mythology who deploys guile and seduction
to lure sailors to their death via her song. e poem therefore performs a
gendered inversion: it is the male bird, not the Syringa / siren, who sings
the call of death. e “Siren” of the poem is also the poet herself who
tempts readers with the sonic pull of her words only to offer a complex
network of figures that distinctly caution against the repetition of history.
By invoking the Nanking rapes, Loy calls attention to women’s bodies as
sites of extreme and ruthless objectification. In the line “Sing—mystery,”
which sounds like a loosely veiled version of “Sing my story,” Loy associates the speaker’s own bodily narrative with the bodies of those who were
devastated in China. Significantly, however, Loy inverts the gender identity
of the artist figure implied in the poem’s opening line by becoming the
singer of the poem in the one-word line, “Myringa.” e somewhat obscure
term “Myringa,” refers to the membrane in the eardrum that vibrates to
sound, and Loy’s use of the word links the artist figure herself to sensory
perception, insisting on a female voice while sonically transforming the
bird’s song into “My ring.” In doing so, Loy invites readers to consider
the archetypal bird outside the frame of the masculine tradition through
her intertextual references to Keats’s “Ode to a Nightingale” and Yeats’s
“Sailing to Byzantium.”
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An audible “ring” sounds in every line, as form and content merge.
Visually, the bird’s song, like the floral scent, lingers as Loy suspends the
words on the page, stretching them vertically rather than compacting
them into traditional stanzaic form. e repetition of the letter “i” as part
of the preposition “in,” which appears as a component of every line, is also
emphasized by the poem’s columnar form which resembles the letter “i”
itself. Significantly, the bird’s song and the flower’s scent become the poet
figure herself, a pronounced “I,” in one of many examples of Loy’s cryptic
anagrams of her own name: in “Myringa,” “Mina” accommodates and
merges with “syringa.” As a “syringe,” an instrument used for injecting or
withdrawing fluids is here foregrounded, Loy herself as poet figure injects
herself into her subject. “Sound is language’s flesh,” Bernstein reminds us
(), and here Loy enlivens the poem by becoming the “Singer” and the
final “lingerer” in conjunction with the bird and the flower. Valuable as
an artifact of the “Ming-dynasty,” the remoteness of the singer, bird, and
flower is emphasized by the singularity and isolation of the poem’s layout.
Loy therefore proposes art as a restorative resolution to the genocide of
Nanking, creating a tension in the poem between the barbarous and the
beautiful.
Like an ancient artifact, however, the poem suggests remoteness is a
testament to endurance, as the poet, the syringa, and the nightingale “singlong.” Both the materiality of the poem, as well as its lengthy title, create
an image of lingering constancy: the poem diminishes from the excessive
fullness of its title to the dissipated, though still persistent, final word. e
“I”/eye sound of the poem and its visual, columnar layout on the page textually ground the artist’s subjectivity. is fixedness is an assertion of the
poet’s own distinctive presence as a female artist in a patriarchal culture,
but it also materializes the absence of Nanking’s three-hundred-thousand
casualties. Here, as in her poem “e Widow’s Jazz,” which describes the
death of a lover as a “colossal absentee … // … seared by the flames of
sound” (Lost ), Loy pays an acoustic tribute to the dead and to language
itself. Like the music in “e Widow’s Jazz,” which “blows with tropic
breath // among the echoes of the flesh” (), both the nightingale and
the poet figure sound embodiment throughout the poem. Loy’s poems
substantiate her subject, performing language in its sonorous complexity
for the reader’s own “close listening.”
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Like an ancient
artifact,
however, the
poem suggests
remoteness is
a testament to
endurance.
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